Hydrogen-Bond Structure and Dynamics of TADDOL Asymmetric Organocatalysts Correlate with Catalytic Activity.
The catalytic efficiency of diol-based organocatalysts has been shown to strongly depend on the diols molecular structure including hydrogen-bonding, yet, the underlying molecular-level origins have remained elusive. Herein a study on the inter- and intramolecular hydrogen-bonding of two isomeric diol-based catalysts (TADDOLs) in solution is presented: 1-Naphthyl substituted TADDOL (1nTADDOL), which exhibits high catalytic efficiency, and 2-naphthyl substituted TADDOL (2nTADDOL), which is a poor catalyst. Using nuclear magnetic resonance and infrared spectroscopy, comparable hydrogen-bond strengths for both TADDOLs in solution were found, however, significantly slower bonding dynamics for 1nTADDOL. In aromatic solvents, 1nTADDOL forms less, but longer-lived, intermolecular OH⋅⋅⋅π bonds to solvent molecules, as compared to 2nTADDOL. Thus, rather than previously suggested differences in intermolecular hydrogen-bonding strengths, the results suggest that the hydrogen-bonding kinetics and entropies differ for both TADDOLs, which also explains their vastly different catalytic activities.